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Abstract 
BPMN is becoming the de facto standard for process description, analysis and simulation, in IT and many other business 
domains. BPMN supports different levels of abstraction, from high-level process models, to detailed models capable of 
being executed. 
Several tools now support, at least partly, OMG’s BPMN metamodel specification. However, while several other OMG’s 
metamodels include a formal specification of well-formedness rules, using OCL, the BPMN metamodel specification only 
includes those rules in natural language, scattered across several hundred pages of that document. Not surprisingly, we 
found that all mainstream BPMN tools do not enforce those well-formedness rules, while checking the correctness of 
process models. 
Model preciseness enforcement is important to mitigate ambiguity. The latter hampers the achievement of a shared 
meaning among process stakeholders, is detrimental to process reuse and is unacceptable if we look for executable 
processes. To enforce model preciseness we propose to supplement the OMG BPMN metamodel with well-formedness 
rules expressed as OCL invariants. 
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1. Introduction 
Version 2 of the BPMN (Business Process Modeling and Notation) standard [1], hereafter referred as 
BPMN2, is a step forward in the alignment of process modeling with OMG's initiative of Model Driven 
Architecture (MDA) [2]. The BPMN2 standard includes the formalization of process modeling concepts and 
their relationships by means of a metamodel. The specification defines different types of conformance that 
tool implementers can adhere to, namely regarding process modeling (elements that are part of the 
orchestration in a single process, as well as elements that participate in the collaboration among processes), 
BPMN process execution (the operational semantics support and interpretation of activity life-cycle), BPEL 
process execution (mapping of a BPMN model to WS-BPEL), and choreography modeling (a set of elements 
that puts modeling emphasis in the interaction among participants). 
The BPMN2 standard specification can be referred to, for the definition and meaning of each element, as 
well as for the rules about how they can be connected and for the connections meaning, but it is a too complex 
technical document to be suitable to normal business modelers. Besides, that standard does not provide 
guidance on how the modeling notation should be used to attain a comprehensible and expressive BPMN 
model. Moreover, a great deal of definitions and rules are only informally presented in plain English. To fulfill 
this gap, best modeling practices and complementary well-formedness rules for BPMN2 models, have been 
recently proposed by academics and practitioners [3-5]. 
BPMN2 is a semantically rich modeling language. While, for instance, a UML activity diagram has around 
20 different modeling constructs, a BPMN2 process model diagram (the more complex of the 3 available 
ones) has around 100 different modeling constructs, including 51 event types, 8 gateway types, 7 data types, 4 
types of activities, 6 activity markers, 7 task types, 4 flow types, pools, lanes, etc. If BPMN2 modelers are 
given the freedom to combine such a large plethora of modeling constructs in the absence of a powerful 
validation / recommendation facility embedded in the used modeling tool, inconsistent and/or even invalid 
models are produced easily. 
A metamodel (M2) describes the abstract syntax of a language by means of meta-classes, meta-associations 
and cardinality constraints. When UML [6] is adopted for expressing metamodels, Object Constraint 
Language (OCL) [7] clauses can be used in a declarative way, similar to 1st order predicate logic, to strengthen 
metamodel syntax and semantics, namely by imposing well-formedness rules and best practices that reduce 
the sources of modeling malformation. 
Adding preciseness to OMG’s BPMN2 metamodel, by using such OCL clauses, is the first objective of the 
work presented herein. The second objective is to validate BPMN2 models. The USE tool (UML based 
Specification Environment) [8] was used to embed OCL clauses on the BPMN2 metamodel and to instantiate 
it with models. 
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the BPMN2 metamodel. Section 3 
describes our metamodel-based approach that allows checking BPMN2 well-formedness rules upon BPMN2 
models. Some of those rules are illustrated in section 4. In section 5 some related work is described and 
finally, in section 6, some conclusions are drawn and future work is outlined. 
2. BPMN2 Metamodel Overview 
BPMN2 has three notations: (i) one for modeling processes’ orchestration and collaboration; (ii) another 
called “conversation”, which is a simplified version of collaboration diagrams; and (iii) a last one called 
“choreography” for modeling participant interactions. The full metamodel includes 151 meta-classes and 200 
meta-associations. 
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In this paper we will only consider the first notation, the only one already existing in BPMN version 1, 
since it is, by far, the most well-known and used by practitioners. Next we will introduce its corresponding 
main concepts and connections, as described in OMG’s BPMN2 metamodel. 
The metaclass Process (Fig. 11) describes a sequence of Activities carried out in an organization with some 
specific objective. If a process interacts with other processes, it must participate in a Collaboration. A 
collaboration groups several participants. Each Participant (aka Pool) must address only one process. Since a 
participant is an InteractionNode, it can send or receive MessageFlows. 
Fig. 1. Process meta-class connections 
Fig. 21 depicts some of most instantiated meta-classes when a BPMN2 class diagram is drawn. A 
FlowElementsContainer (which can be a Process or a SubProcess) is a container of FlowElement. A flow 
element can be FlowNode, SequenceFlow or DataObject. A sequence flow link the various kind of flow node. 
The metaclass ItemAwareElement is the abstract class of the several kind of meta-classes, representing 
transient (DataObject), persistent (DataStore), input data or output data to/from Activity by means of 
subclasses of DataAssociation. 
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Fig. 2. Main meta-classes in a process orchestration 
While analysing the BPMN2 metamodel, we found the following issues: 
• In the specification it is considered a visual shortcut that uses the non-directional data association 
connected to a sequence flow (page 225). However, the metamodel only allows links among instances of 
subclasses DataAssociation and Activity (see Fig. 22). So, a sequence flow cannot be directly linked to a 
DataObject via an instance of type DataAssociation. Tools that implement this visual shortcut, should 
instantiate the same meta-classes as the regular solution (a DataOutputAssociation going out an activity to 
a DataObject and DataInputAssociation coming from the same DataObject instance to other activity); 
• The metamodel does not allow a Subprocess to receive/send a message flow. This constraint introduces a 
huge limitation in the modularization of a process in Subprocesses when there are interactions among 
participants. The elements that participate in an interaction must appear at top level in the process. 
Modelers tend to ignore this constraint, therefore violating the metamodel. 
3. BPMN Syntax and Semantics 
The OMG BPMN2 metamodel describes the abstract syntax of the BPMN2 language by means of meta-
classes, meta-associations and cardinality constraints. We started by checking BPMN2 model syntax by 
instantiating the BPMN2 metamodel in the USE validation environment [8]. The latter allows checking if a 
set of objects and their links match the corresponding model structural constraints, namely in what regards 
cardinality and type conformance. 
To operationalize the aforementioned objective, our first step was to transform the BPMN2 metamodel 
definition, available in XMI format in the OMG site, to the USE concrete syntax. We did it by importing the 
XMI into a CASE tool (Enterprise Architect) repository and then, using the Java API of that tool, we 
developed a transformation that produced the BPMN2 metamodel in the USE concrete syntax which is a 
human-readable textual format. This transformation must match USE language conventions, thus requiring 
some minor changes in meta-association names such as appending as suffix an underscore plus the alphabetic 
character ‘a’ to identifiers which are reserved keywords in USE (e.g., operations, from), or an underscore plus 
an alphabetic character (a, b, or c) to the target/source to the role identifiers of associations between the same 
meta-classes. Fig. 3 shows the USE tool loaded with the 151 meta-classes and 200 meta-associations (see the 
“Log” window) of BPMN2. The “Class diagram” window shows a cluttered snapshot of the corresponding 
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class diagram. 
The next step was to validate the concrete syntax of BPMN2 models produced with the same CASE tool. 
For that purpose we had to build another transformation to export the modelling elements to the object 
diagram concrete syntax of the USE tool. We were then able to instantiate the BPMN2 metamodel with 
instances corresponding to BPMN2 models, as it can be ascertained in the “Object diagram” window in Fig. 3
3 where one can see a cluttered snapshot of the meta-object diagram corresponding to the simple BPMN2 
model extract in Fig. 43. The “Command list” window shows the commands issued to create the instances of 
meta-classes and meta-associations, as well as to set their state. “Object count” and “Link count” windows 
display the number of instances of elements and connections created, by type. 
By this time, syntactical errors were caught by the USE tool. Examples include typeless instances and 
connections among elements not allowed in the metamodel, such as a DataInputAssociation linking two 
instances of Task, an instance of MessageFlow linking an instance of Gateway to an instance of Task. 
The next step to build an environment to validate BPMN process models was to enrich the BPMN2 
metamodel by adding well-formedness rules as OCL invariants, corresponding to the informally conveyed 
rules throughout the OMG specification, complemented with best practices from the field. We elicited 145 
invariants† and implemented 610 operations, resulting in a total of 755 OCL expressions (see log window in 
Fig. 3 3), classified as follows: 
• Flow Control Well-formedness Rules: rules related with the interaction among modeling elements; 
• Data Flow Well-formedness Rules: rules related with sharing of data by activities;
• Best-Practices Patterns: optional rules related with advised usage of BPMN elements in diagrams. 
The “Class invariants” window in Fig. 33 shows the results of the model check performed upon the 
BPMN2 diagram of Fig. 44. One can also see that at least one well-formedness rule was broken (denoted by 
the Boolean value false). By querying the broken rule we can understand its semantics: a throwing 
compensate event is not allowed in a transitional sub-process. 
†
 Covering all the rules, claimed by practitioners as essential to be followed in the BPMN process modelling, such as the one at 
http://www.brsilver.com/2010/09/28/the-rules-of-bpmn/ (accessed in April, 16th 2012) 
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Fig. 3. The USE environment loaded with BPMN metamodel and the BPMN diagram presented in Fig. 4 
Fig. 4. A BPMN simple diagram of a transactional sub-process 
4. Examples of well-formedness rules 
Due to space restrictions, we present herein just a subset of the rules that we have defined. Each rule will 
be presented: (1) in textual form; (2) with model snippets illustrating its correct usage and exemplifying its 
violation; and (3) in a formal form using OCL syntax. 
To avoid disruption in the description of these examples, we only included in this section the first order 
calls to OCL functions.  
None of the five commercial BPMN2 modelling tools, which we tried for benchmarking purposes, was 
able to identify the violation of all these rules. This was a simple indicator that the BPMN tool market is still 
immature regarding well-formedness rules implementation. 
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4.1. A start event has no incoming sequence flows 
The Start Event indicates where a particular process will start. In terms of sequence flows, the start event 
starts the flow of the process, and thus, should not have any incoming sequence flows [1] (page 238). 
Moreover, it is not allowed to have a start event without an outgoing sequence flow. 
Fig. 5. Correct: Start event has no incoming sequence flows (top). Wrong: Start event has an incoming sequence flow (bottom). 
The well-formedness rule regarding start events can be enforced by attaching the following invariant to the 
StartEvent element of the BPMN 2 metamodel. 
context StartEvent 
inv startEventCannotHaveInputSequenceFlow: 
self.inputSequenceFlows()->isEmpty() and  
self.outputSequenceFlows()->notEmpty() 
4.2. If exists a join gateway after a parallel gateway, it must be a parallel gateway 
This invariant states that for merging parallel sequence flows, originated from previous splitting with 
parallel gateways, a merging parallel gateway should be used. 
The well-formedness rule regarding parallel gateways can be enforced by attaching the following invariant 
to the Gateway element of the BPMN 2 metamodel. 
context Gateway  
inv mergingParalGatewayIsPrecededBySplitWithParalGateway: 
(self.isJoin() and self.oclIsTypeOf(ParallelGateway))  
implies  
precedentSplitElementIsNonExclusive() 
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Fig. 6. Correct: A parallel gateway (Gateway3) must be used to join non-exclusive sequence flows previously split from an event based 
parallel gateway (Gateway1) (top). Wrong: A parallel gateway (Gateway1) precedes an exclusive gateway (Gateway3) that cannot handle 
non-exclusive sequence flows (bottom). 
4.3. Implicit start events require implicit end events, and vice versa 
Explicit start and end events can be omitted. Implicit start (end) events require implicit end (start) events. 
In this case, all activities, gateways, etc. without outgoing sequence flows have implicit end events which 
have the same behavior as none end events.  
Fig. 7. Correct: Explicit start and end events (top). Wrong: Implicit start event and explicit end event (bottom). 
The corresponding well-formedness rule can be enforced by attaching the following invariant to the 
FlowElementsContainer element of the BPMN 2 metamodel. 
context FlowElementsContainer 
  inv explicitStartAndEndEventsCanBeOmitted: 
  (self.countAllStartEvents()=0 implies self.countAllEndEvents()=0) 
  and  
  (self.countAllEndEvents()=0 implies self.countAllStartEvents()=0) 
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4.4. Non-interrupting start events are only allowed in event sub-processes 
When using interrupting start events in an event sub-process, the occurrence of the start event results in an 
interruption of the containing process. If, despite the start event occurrence, it is desirable to proceed with the 
containing process, we should use non-interrupting start events. However non-interrupting start events are 
only allowed inside an event sub-processes. 
Fig. 8. Correct: Non-interrupting start event (top) only allowed inside an event sub-process (middle). Wrong: Non-interrupting start event 
(top) not allowed in an embedded sub-process (bottom). 
The well-formedness rule can be enforced by attaching the following invariant to the FlowElementsContainer
element of the BPMN 2 metamodel. 
context FlowElementsContainer 
  inv nonInterruptingStartEventsHostedOnlyByEventSubProcess: 
    (self.allStartEvents() 
        ->select(isNonInterruptingEvent())->notEmpty())  
    implies 
    (self.oclIsKindOf(SubProcess)  
      and self.oclAsType(SubProcess).isEventSubProcess()) 
5. Related work 
The USE validation tool is quite versatile and can be applied to models from any domain. In [9], it was 
applied to the Core package of the UML 1.3 metamodel and its well-formedness rules.  
In [10], metrics proposed in the literature for business process models, as well as some new ones, were 
formalized using the Metamodel-Driven Measurement approach. According to that approach, metrics were 
specified with OCL, upon an ad-hoc BPMN metamodel, based in the OMG version 1 of the standard. The 
metamodel was a lightweight version of the standard built by the authors and did not address the use of well-
formedness rules aimed at the validation of BPMN diagrams. 
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An ontology is defined in [11] (BPMN 2.0 Ontology) that formally represents the BPMN specification. 
The ontology can be used as a knowledge base and as a syntax checker to validate concrete BPMN models. 
However, unlike open world OWL semantics, the approach proposed in this work uses a closed world
assumption, i.e., what is not currently known to be true, is false (the model has complete information). 
6. Conclusions and future work 
This paper provides a brief overview of our approach to add preciseness to OMG’s BPMN2 metamodel 
specification, by formalizing as OCL invariants the well-formedness rules described informally (in natural 
language) within that specification. Due to space constraints, only a few rules were presented herein, along 
with their (incomplete) specification and some model snippets illustrating correct and incorrect situations. We 
have also briefly described how we have operationalized our approach by developing several transformations 
to allow checking rules conformance in BPMN2 models produced with a widespread modeling tool. Our 
metamodel-based checking facility is fully developed in Java and we plan to deploy it asap as an open-source 
project. To make it more robust, we are currently producing a JUnit test-suite where each test case checks the 
validity of a model snippet, such as those presented in this paper. 
Using the same metamodel-based approach, we have started to formalize a considerable set of best 
practices for BPMN2 modelers, based on published recommendations produced by BPMN2 experts in 
tutoring books. 
To better characterize the current state-of-the-art, we plan to conduct a thorough survey to assess the 
coverage of available BPMN2 modeling tools (either commercial or open-source) in capturing BPMN2 
metamodel violations. 
We also plan to analyze a considerable number of BPMN2 models produced in several organizations, in 
different countries and in different contexts, by people with different backgrounds to find empirical evidence 
to allow corroborate (or refute) the occurrence of recurrent BPMN2 model malformations (aka process anti-
patterns). Along with it, we will analyze if rules violation somehow cluster. In other words, is there a high 
probability that breaking a modeling rule can be used as a predictor for other violations? If such is the case, 
then we could use that information as warnings in a recommendation system for BPMN modelers that would 
act by preventing modeling errors, while speeding up the learning curve. 
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